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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
a facility for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel com-
bustion boiler.

Background Art

[0002] Nowadays, it has been desired to reduce emis-
sion of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide to pre-
vent global warming and technologies are being devel-
oped for capturing carbon dioxide in an exhaust gas from
an oxyfuel combustion boiler for storage in ocean or to
underground formation.
[0003] A facility with such oxyfuel combustion boiler
comprises mills for pulverizing coal, an air separation unit
which separates oxygen from other nitrogen-rich gas, a
forced draft fan (FDF) for air feed capable of forcing am-
bient air to inside of the system, a combustion furnace
(boiler) which introduces, through an introducing line, the
fuel from the mill and air from the forced draft fan or re-
circulation gas and oxygen from the air separation unit
for combustion, an exhaust gas line which guides an ex-
haust gas from the combustion furnace to outside, an air
preheater incorporated in the exhaust gas line, a dust
collector for exhaust gas treatment incorporated in the
exhaust gas line downstream of the air preheater and a
recirculation line branched from the exhaust gas line and
connected to the introduction line through the air preheat-
er.
[0004] The combustion furnace has an inlet-side wind
box which receives the air from the forced draft fan and
the oxygen from the air separation unit. Arranged in the
wind box is a burner which receives the pulverized coal
from the mill.
[0005] For initial start-up of the facility with the oxyfuel
combustion boiler, the burner is supplied with air through
the introduction line, etc., to perform normal combustion
with air, the resultant exhaust gas being entirely led to
the exhaust gas line. In this case, the combustion with
air will bring about the exhaust gas which contains about
70% of nitrogen and the rest comprising carbon dioxide,
SOx and vapor; the exhaust gas is subjected to an ex-
haust gas treatment by the dust collector, etc., and emit-
ted to the atmosphere with the components retained be-
low environmental emission standard values. Subse-
quently, when collected heat of the combustion furnace
reaches a designed value, a portion of the exhaust gas
subjected to the exhaust gas treatment by the dust col-
lector, etc., is recirculated as recirculation gas through
the recirculation line and the oxygen from the air sepa-
ration unit is mixed with the recirculation gas and fed to
the wind box to perform combustion with the burner.
[0006] Thus, nitrogen contained in the air is no longer
supplied and the concentration of nitrogen in the exhaust
gas from the combustion furnace is gradually reduced

as the concentration of carbon dioxide is increased. Sub-
sequently, when the concentration of carbon dioxide be-
comes substantially constant, the emission to the atmos-
phere is terminated to perform steady operation while
the exhaust gas is recirculated through the recirculation
line and carbon dioxide is captured through a cooler as
needed.
[0007] A facility using a boiler may include a seal as
constructional detail on a top wall of the combustion fur-
nace to prevent infiltration of combustion ash, etc. (see,
for example, Patent Literatures 1 and 2).

[Patent Literature 1] JP 11-118102A
[Patent Literature 2] JP 2001-153303A
[Non-patent Literature 1] ’30 MWth Oxyfuel-Pilotan-
lage - Untersuchungsschwerpunkte und Auslegung
des Dampferzeugers’, 38th Kraftwerkstechnisches
Kolloquium ’Kraftwerksbetrieb unter künftigen Rah-
menbedingungen’, 24th and 25th October 2006,
Congress Center Dresden
Non-patent Literature 1 discloses the use of con-
densed carbon dioxide as a sealing gas which is de-
rived from a remaining exhaust gas of which no por-
tion is recirculated into the combustion furnace (see
Bild 5).

Summary of Invention

Technical Problems

[0008] However, during an operation in such boiler fa-
cility, a combustion furnace, a dust collector, a recircu-
lation line, etc. have negative pressures so that outside
air may flow inside through gaps existing in the equip-
ments of the boiler facility, disadvantageously resulting
in lowering of concentration of the recirculating carbon
dioxide.
[0009] The invention was made in view of the above
and has its object to provide a method and a facility for
feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel combustion boiler
which suppress air ingress into equipments of boiler fa-
cility

Solution to Problems

[0010] The invention is directed to a method for feeding
carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel combustion boiler according
to claim 1
[0011] In the method for feeding carbon dioxide to the
oxyfuel combustion boiler of the invention, preferably, a
portion of said recirculating recirculation gas is branched
as a carbon dioxide gas and is introduced into the equip-
ment of the oxyfuel combustion boiler facility for sealing.
[0012] In the method for feeding carbon dioxide to the
oxyfuel combustion boiler of the invention, preferably,
said carbon dioxide gas branched from the recirculating
recirculation gas is introduced to at least one of a through-
hole of the combustion furnace and an equipment air
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ingress portion.
[0013] The invention is directed to a facility for feeding
carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel combustion boiler according
to claim 4.
[0014] The facility for feeding carbon dioxide to the ox-
yfuel combustion boiler of the invention preferably com-
prises recirculation-side carbon dioxide feed means for
branching a portion of the recirculating recirculation gas
as a carbon dioxide gas to introduce said carbon dioxide
gas to the equipment of the oxyfuel combustion boiler
facility.
[0015] In the facility for feeding carbon dioxide to the
oxyfuel combustion boiler of the invention, preferably,
said recirculation-side carbon dioxide feed means in-
cludes a line for introducing the carbon dioxide gas
branched from said recirculating recirculation gas to at
least one of a through-hole of the combustion furnace
and an equipment air ingress portion.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0016] According to a method and a facility for feeding
carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel combustion boiler, carbon
dioxide is taken out from the remaining non-recirculating
exhaust gas and is introduced to equipments in an oxy-
fuel combustion boiler facility, so that an excellent effect
can be achieved which suppresses air ingress from out-
side to inside into the equipments in the boiler facility to
prevent the lowering of concentration of carbon dioxide
in a recirculating exhaust gas.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a configuration of an
embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure for purg-
ing a flame detector;
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a structure for purg-
ing an electrostatic precipitator;
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of a structure for purg-
ing a bag filter;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a structure for seal-
ing a through-hole of a combustion furnace;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of a structure for seal-
ing an air ingress portion in an equipment; and
Fig. 7 is a flowchart of controlling feed of a carbon
dioxide gas in the embodiment of the invention.

Reference Signs List

[0018]

2 pulverized coal
3 mill (fuel feed means)
4 air
5 oxygen

6 air separation unit
7 forced draft fan (air feed means, equipment)
9 burner
10 flame detector (equipment)
11 combustion furnace
12 pulverized-coal introduction line
13 oxygen introduction line
14 exhaust gas line
15 recirculation line
16 air intake line (air feed means)
18 exhaust gas capture line (exhaust gas capturing
means)
20a electrostatic precipitator (exhaust gas treatment
means, equipment)
20b bag filter (exhaust gas treatment means, equip-
ment)
21 induced draft fan (equipment)
27 primary air fan (equipment)
29 first cooler (cooling means)
31 second cooler (cooling means)
33 first feed line (carbon dioxide gas feed means)
40 second feed line (carbon dioxide gas feed means)
46 third feed line (carbon dioxide gas feed means)
49 through-hole
50 air ingress portion
51 recirculation-side feed line (recirculation-side car-
bon dioxide gas feed means)
58 supporting insulator (insulator)

Description of Embodiment

[0019] An embodiment of the invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0020] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the embodiment in
the invention. A facility for feeding carbon dioxide to an
oxyfuel combustion boiler of the invention comprises a
mill 3 as fuel feed means which pulverizes coal 1 as fuel
into pulverized coal 2, an air separation unit 6 which sep-
arates air 4 into oxygen 5 and the other nitrogen-rich gas,
a forced draft fan 7 (FDF) as air feed means capable of
forcing the air 4 or a recirculation gas and a combustion
furnace 11 with a wind box 8 in which a burner 9 and a
flame detector 10 are arranged.
[0021] The combustion furnace 11 is connected on its
inlet side to a pulverized-coal introduction line 12 for in-
troduction of.the pulverized coal 2 from the mill 3 to the
burner 9 as well as an oxygen introduction line 13 for
introduction of the oxygen 5 from the air separation unit
6 to the wind box 8. The combustion furnace 11 is con-
nected on its outlet side to an exhaust gas line 14 for
introduction of resultant exhaust gas from the combustion
to outside. The oxygen introduction line 13 is connected
with a recirculation line 15 branched from the exhaust
gas line 14 to return the exhaust gas through the forced
draft fan 7, and the recirculation line 15 is connected with
an air intake line 16 which takes in the air 4 from outside
and is connected with a branch line 17 connected to the
mill 3. The exhaust gas line 14 is provided with an exhaust
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gas capture line 18 as exhaust gas capture means for
taking out carbon dioxide gas from the exhaust gas.
[0022] The exhaust gas line 14 is equipped with an air
preheater 19 for heating of the recirculating gas in the
recirculation line 15, an electrostatic precipitator 20a or
a bag filter 20b (bug filter) as exhaust gas treatment
means located downstream of the air preheater 19, an
induced draft fan 21 (IDF) located downstream of the
exhaust gas treatment means and a switch 22 on the
exhaust gas side located downstream of the induced
draft fan 21, and a stack 23 is arranged further down-
stream to emit the exhaust gas to the atmosphere. The
exhaust gas line 14 is provided with a carbon dioxide
concentration monitor 24 which detects the concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide in the exhaust gas between the
induced draft fan 21 and the switch 22 and has a branch
point formed as a start point of the recirculation line 15.
The carbon dioxide concentration monitor 24 may be dis-
posed upstream of the branch point to the recirculation
line 15 and its arrangement location is not particularly
limited as long as being located downstream of the ex-
haust gas treatment means. The exhaust gas treatment
means may include a deNOx, a deSOx and the like (not
shown) downstream of the electrostatic precipitator 20a,
etc.
[0023] The recirculation line 15 is equipped with a
switch 25 on the recirculation side located upstream of
the forced draft fan 7 and connects the air intake line 16
between the switch 25 and the forced draft fan 7, and the
air intake line 16 is equipped with a switch 26 on the air
intake side. The recirculation line 15 is branched to the
branch line 17 downstream of the air preheater 19 and
the branch line 17 is provided with a primary air fan 27
(PAF) which sends the air 4 and the recirculation gas
with pressure.
[0024] The exhaust gas line 14 is branched to the ex-
haust gas capture line 18 between the induced draft fan
21 and the switch 22, and the exhaust gas capture line
18 is equipped with a switch 28 on the capture side, a
first cooler 29 as cooling means located downstream of
the switch 28, a compressor 30 located downstream of
the first cooler 29, a second cooler 31 as cooling means
located downstream of the compressor 30 and a storage
vessel 32 located downstream of the second cooler 31.
[0025] The storage vessel 32 is equipped with a first
feed line 33 as carbon dioxide feed means connected to
the flame detector 10 of the combustion furnace 11, and
the first feed line 33 is equipped with a first flow rate
adjuster 34 located downstream of the storage vessel
32, a vaporizer 35 located downstream of the first flow
rate adjuster 34 and a switch 36 on the carbon dioxide
gas side located downstream of the vaporizer 35. The
first feed line 33 is equipped with a first air introduction
line 37 capable of introducing the air 4 from outside air
between the switch 36 and the flame detector 10, and
the first air introduction line 37 is equipped with a com-
pressor 38 located on the outside air side and a switch
39 on the air side located downstream of the compressor

38. In Fig. 1, the first feed line 33 is shown as communi-
cating with the switch 36 from the vaporizer 35 via refer-
ence numeral A.
[0026] A second feed line 40 as carbon dioxide feed
means connected to the electrostatic precipitator 20a or
the bag filter 20b is equipped on the output side of the
compressor 30 of the exhaust gas capture line 18, and
the second feed line 40 is equipped with a second flow
rate adjuster 41 located on the compressor side and a
switch 42 on the dust collector side located downstream
of the second flow rate adjuster 41. The second feed line
40 is equipped with a second air introduction line 43 ca-
pable of introducing the air 4 from outside air between
the switch 42 and the electrostatic precipitator 20a or the
bag filter 20b, and the second air introduction line 43 is
equipped with a compressor 44 located on the outside
air side and a switch 45 on the air side located down-
stream of the compressor 44. In Fig. 1, the second feed
line 40 is shown as communicating with the switch 42
from the second flow rate adjuster 41 via reference nu-
meral B.
[0027] The exhaust gas capture line 18 between the
compressor 30 and a first cooler 29 is equipped with a
third feed line 46 as carbon dioxide feed means flowing
into the second feed line 40 before the switch 42 on the
dust collector side, and the third feed line 46 is equipped
with a third flow rate adjuster 47 located on the first cooler
side and a small compressor 48 located downstream of
the third flow rate adjuster 47. In Fig. 1, the third feed line
46 is shown as communicating with the switch 42 on the
dust collector side from the compressor 48 via reference
numeral C.
[0028] The recirculation line 15 between the forced
draft fan 7 and the air preheater 19 is equipped with a
recirculation-side feed line 51 as carbon dioxide feed
means connected to at least one of a through-hole 49 of
the combustion furnace 11 and an equipment air ingress
portion 50 (see Fig. 6), and the recirculation-side feed
line 51 is equipped with a fourth flow rate adjuster 52. In
Fig. 1, the recirculation-side feed line 51 is shown as
communicating with the through-hole 49 of the combus-
tion furnace 11 and the equipment air ingress portion 50
from the fourth flow rate adjuster 52 via reference numer-
al D.
[0029] The first feed line 33, the second feed line 40,
the third feed lien 46, and the recirculation-side feed line
51 are connected to a controller 53 such that open/close
of the lines can be controlled, and the controller 53 exe-
cutes a process in response to a concentration signal
24a from the carbon dioxide concentration monitor 24.
For the first feed line 33, the controller 53 sends an ad-
justment signal 34a to the first flow rate adjuster 34, a
drive signal 35a to the vaporizer 35, a switch signal 36a
to the switch 36 on the flame detector side, and a switch
signal 39a to the switch 39 on the air side. For the second
feed line 40 and the third feed line 46, the controller 53
also sends an adjustment signal 41a to the second flow
rate adjuster 41, an adjustment signal 47a to the third
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flow rate adjuster 47, a switch signal 42a to the switch
42 on the dust collector side and a switch signal 45a to
the switch 45 on the air side. For the recirculation-side
feed line 51, the controller 53 further sends an adjustment
signal 52a to the fourth flow rate adjuster 52.
[0030] The flame detector 10 connected to the first feed
line 33 includes an eyepiece 10a arranged toward the
flame of the burner 9, a carbon dioxide gas introducing
unit 10b on the eyepiece 10a and a tubular guide 10c
extending from the introducing unit 10b and penetrating
a furnace wall 11a of the combustion furnace 11 to the
vicinity of the tip of the burner 9 as shown in Fig. 2, and
the introducing unit 10b is connected to the first feed line
33 and the first air introduction line 37 to purge the space
between the front face of the eyepiece 10a and the flame
of the burner 9 and this allows the eyepiece 10a of the
flame detector 10 to sense the flames of the burner 9.
[0031] The electrostatic precipitator 20a connected to
the second feed line 40 or the third feed line 46 comprises
a casing 54 which takes in the exhaust gas, a plurality of
discharge electrodes 55 disposed within the casing 54
and dust collecting plates 56 arranged alternately with
the discharge electrodes 55 within the casing 54 as
shown in Fig. 3, and applies electric charge to dust in the
exhaust gas with corona discharge from the discharge
electrodes 55 to attract and collect the dust with the dust
collecting plates 56. The discharge electrodes 55 are
supported by discharge electrode supporting plates 57;
the discharge electrode supporting plates 57 are ar-
ranged with supporting insulators 58 made of an insulat-
ing material; and side walls 59 in the vicinity of the sup-
porting insulators 58 are connected to the second feed
line 40 and the second air introduction line 43 through
openings 60 to introduce a carbon dioxide gas or air to-
ward the supporting insulators 58.
[0032] The feed destination connected to the second
feed line 40 or the third feed line 46 may be the bag filter
20b (bug filter) instead of the electrostatic precipitator
20a and the bag filter 20b comprises a casing 61 which
takes in the exhaust gas, a plurality of filters 62 disposed
within the casing 61 to capture dust, a plurality of filter
backwash feed pipes 64 which locate feed ports 63 at
the upper portions of the filters 62, pulse valves 65 on
the filter backwash feed pipes 64 to periodically
open/close flow passages, and a collecting pipe 66 con-
nected to the plural filter backwash feed pipes 64 and
having carbon dioxide or air introduced from the second
feed line 40 or the second air introduction line 43 as
shown in Fig. 4, and the carbon dioxide gas or air is in-
troduced into the filter backwash feed pipes 64 and the
carbon dioxide gas or air is periodically ejected by the
pulse valves 65 to backwash the filters 62.
[0033] The through-hole 49 of the combustion furnace
11 connected to the recirculation-side feed line 51 may
be formed between the furnace wall 11a of the combus-
tion furnace 11 and a soot blower 67, by way of example,
as shown in Fig. 5, and a seal 68 connected to the exterior
surface of the furnace wall 11a and the soot blower 67

is arranged on the outward side of the through-hole 49
to introduce the carbon dioxide gas through the recircu-
lation-side feed line 51 into the seal 68 to seal the through-
hole 49. The through-hole 49 of the combustion furnace
11 is not limited to the through-hole between the furnace
wall 11a of the combustion furnace 11 and the soot blow-
er 67, may be a through-hole formed between a top wall
(not shown) of the combustion furnace 11 and an inserted
object (not shown) such as a tube, and is not particularly
limited as long as a through-hole is formed in the com-
bustion furnace 11. The equipment air ingress portion 50
connected to the recirculation-side feed line 51 is a gap
between a rotating shaft 69 disposed on the forced draft
fan 7, the induced draft fan 21, the primary air fan 27,
etc., and a side wall 70, by way of example, as shown in
Fig. 6, and a seal structure 71 disposed on the side wall
70 to cover a bearing 69a for the rotating shaft 69 is ar-
ranged on the outward side of the gap to introduce the
carbon dioxide gas through the recirculation-side feed
line 51 into the seal structure 71 to seal the gap. The
equipment air ingress portion 50 is not limited to the
forced draft fan 7, the induced draft fan 21, and the pri-
mary air fan 27 and is not particularly limited as long as
the air ingress portion is a constituent element of an
equipment that may take in air from outside air while a
negative pressure is generated inside the exhaust gas
line 14, the recirculation line 15, the branch line 17, etc.
[0034] The operation of the embodiment of the inven-
tion will be described.
[0035] When the facility with the oxyfuel combustion
boiler is started up, the switch 26 on the air intake side
and the switch 22 on the exhaust gas side are opened
and the switch 25 on the recirculation side is closed to
feed the air 4 from the air intake line 16 through the in-
troduction line 13, etc., to the burner 9 to perform normal
combustion with air, and the exhaust gas is entirely led
to the exhaust gas line 14 and emitted to the outside from
the stack 23 through the air preheater 19, electrostatic
precipitator 20a, etc. The concentration of carbon dioxide
in the exhaust gas is made less than a predetermined
concentration below which the recirculation of the ex-
haust gas is prohibited (e.g., less than 50% of the exhaust
gas).
[0036] Subsequently, the carbon dioxide concentra-
tion monitor 24 of the exhaust gas line 14 detects the
concentration of carbon dioxide and sends the concen-
tration signal 24a to the controller 53; the controller 53
determines whether the concentration of carbon dioxide
is a concentration allowing the recirculation (step S1 in
Fig. 7); and if it is determined that the concentration of
carbon dioxide is less than the predetermined concen-
tration (NO at step S1 in Fig. 7), the switch 39 on the air
side is opened and the switch 36 on the carbon dioxide
gas side is closed in the first feed line 33 and the first air
introduction line 37 to introduce the air 4 from the first air
introduction line 37 to the introducing unit 10b of the flame
detector 10 to purge the flame detector 10 (step S2 in
Fig. 7). The switch 45 on the air side is opened and the
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switch 42 on the carbon dioxide gas side is closed in the
second feed line 40, the third feed line 46 and the second
air introduction line 43 to introduce the air 4 from the
second air introduction line 43 to the electrostatic precip-
itator 20a to purge the supporting insulators 58 of the
electrostatic precipitator 20a (step S2 in Fig. 7). If the bag
filter 20b is arranged instead of the electrostatic precip-
itator 20a, the air 4 is introduced from the second air
introduction line 43 to backwash the filters 62 of the bag
filter 20b in the same way. In the recirculation-side feed
line 51, the fourth flow rate adjuster 52 is closed so that
nothing is introduced into the through-hole 49 of the com-
bustion furnace 11 and the equipment air ingress portion
50 (step S2 in Fig. 7). Although the air 4 flows into the
through-hole 49 of the combustion furnace 11 and the
equipment air ingress portion 50 from the outside to the
inside, the exhaust gas is not recirculated so that no prob-
lem occurs due to the lowering of the carbon dioxide con-
centration in the exhaust gas in association with the inflow
of the air 4.
[0037] When the collected heat of the combustion fur-
nace 11 reaches the predetermined value and the air
combustion is switched to the oxyfuel combustion (car-
bon dioxide recovering operation), the switch 25 on the
recirculation side is opened and the switch 26 on the air
intake side is closed to recirculate a portion of the exhaust
gas through the recirculation line 15 to the introduction
line, and the oxygen 5 fed from the air separation unit 6
is mixed with the recirculation gas and fed to the wind
box 8 to perform combustion with the burner 9. By feeding
the oxygen 5, the concentration of nitrogen in the exhaust
gas from the combustion furnace 11 is gradually reduced
and the concentration of carbon dioxide is increased and,
when the concentration of carbon dioxide becomes sub-
stantially constant, the switch 22 on the exhaust gas side
is closed to terminate the emission to outside air to
achieve the carbon dioxide recovering operation while
the exhaust gas is recirculated through the recirculation
line 15.
[0038] When the carbon dioxide recovering operation
is performed in the facility with the oxyfuel combustion
boiler, the switch 28 on the capture side is opened to
activate the exhaust gas capture line 18; the exhaust gas
is cooled by the first cooler 29 to form a carbon dioxide
gas and compressed by the compressor 30 to remove
impurities such as moisture; and the carbon dioxide gas
is further cooled by the second cooler 31 into liquefaction
to remove impurities such as O2, NOx, Ar, SOx and N2
and is stored in the storage vessel 32.
[0039] If it is determined (YES at step S1 in Fig. 7) with
the carbon dioxide concentration monitor 24 that the con-
centration of carbon dioxide is the predetermined con-
centration or more (e.g., 50% or more in the exhaust gas),
in the first feed line 33 and the first air introduction line
37, the controller 53 closes the switch 39 on the air side
and opens the switch 36 on the carbon dioxide gas side
and the first flow rate adjuster 34 for switching from the
first air introduction line 37 to the first feed line 33 (step

S3 in Fig. 7), actuates the vaporizer 35 to vaporize a
portion of the liquefied carbon dioxide in the storage ves-
sel 32 to generate a highly-purified carbon dioxide gas
not containing impurities which is introduced through the
first feed line 33 to the flame detector 10 to purge the
flame detector 10 (step S4 in Fig. 7). The carbon dioxide
gas has a carbon dioxide concentration of 99% or more,
contains no moisture and has a pressure (total pressure)
of 0.1 MPa or more and below 1.0 MPa, preferably 0.5
MPa or more and below 0.8 MPa. The storage vessel 32
may be filled with liquefied carbon dioxide in advance
before activating the exhaust gas capture line 18 and, in
this case, the liquefied carbon dioxide in the storage ves-
sel 32 may be vaporized to feed carbon dioxide even
before carbon dioxide is liquefied by activating the ex-
haust gas capture line 18.
[0040] If the compressor 30 is activated, the controller
53 closes the switch 45 on the air side and the third flow
rate adjuster 47 and opens the switch 42 on the carbon
dioxide side and the second flow rate adjuster 41 in the
second feed line 40, the third feed line 46 and the second
air introduction line 43 for switching from the second air
introduction line 43 to the second feed line 40 (step S3
in Fig. 7), sends the carbon dioxide gas with pressure by
the compressor 30 and introduces the carbon dioxide
gas containing impurities through the second feed line
40 into the electrostatic precipitator 20a to purge the sup-
porting insulators 58 of the electrostatic precipitator 20a
(step S4 in Fig.7). If the bag filter 20b is disposed instead
of the electrostatic precipitator 20a, the carbon dioxide
gas is introduced from the second feed line 40 into the
bag filter 20b to backwash the filters 62 of the bag filter
20b in the same way. The carbon dioxide gas from the
second feed line 40 has a carbon dioxide concentration
or 90% or more and below 99%, contains no moisture
and has a pressure (total pressure) of 0.1 MPa or more
and below 1.0 MPa, preferably 0.5 MPa or more and
below 0.8 MPa. The electrostatic precipitator 20a or the
bag filter 20b may be fed with a highly-purified carbon
dioxide gas not containing impurities from the first feed
line 33.
[0041] On the other hand, if the compression of the
carbon dioxide gas is unnecessary and the compressor
30 is not activated, the switch 45 on the air side and the
second flow rate adjuster 41 are closed and the switch
42 on the carbon dioxide side and the third flow rate ad-
juster 47 are opened for switching from the second air
introduction line 43 to the third feed line 46 (step S3 in
Fig.7), and the carbon dioxide gas is pressurized by ac-
tuating a small compressor at the same time to introduce
the carbon dioxide gas containing impurities through the
third feed line 46 into the electrostatic precipitator 20a to
purge the supporting insulators 58 of the electrostatic
precipitator 20a (step S4 in Fig.7). If the bag filter 20b is
disposed instead of the electrostatic precipitator 20a, the
carbon dioxide gas is introduced from the third feed line
46 into the bag filter 20b to backwash the filters 62 of the
bag filter 20b in the same way. The carbon dioxide gas
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from the third feed line 46 has a carbon dioxide concen-
tration of 50% or more and below 90%, contains impuri-
ties such as moisture and NOx and has a pressure (total
pressure) of 0.1 MPa or more and below 1.0 MPa, pref-
erably 0.5 MPa or more and below 0.8 MPa due to the
pressurization by the compressor. The electrostatic pre-
cipitator 20a or the bag filter 20b may be fed with a highly-
purified carbon dioxide gas not containing impurities from
the first feed line 33 as in the case of the second feed
line 40.
[0042] The controller 53 also opens the fourth flow rate
adjuster 52 in the recirculation-side feed line 51 to intro-
duce a low-pressure carbon dioxide gas into the through-
hole 49 of the combustion furnace 11 and the equipment
air ingress portions 50 for sealing (step S4 in Fig.7). The
carbon dioxide gas from the recirculation-side feed line
51 has a carbon dioxide concentration of 50% or more
and below 80%, which is substantially the same as the
recirculating exhaust gas, contains impurities such as
moisture and NOx and has a pressure (total pressure) in
the range of 1 kPa to 30 kPa, preferably in the range of
3 kPa to 10 kPa due to the forced draft fan 7, etc. The
through-hole 49 of the combustion furnace 11, the equip-
ment air ingress portions 50, etc., may be fed with a high-
ly-purified carbon dioxide gas not containing impurities
from the first feed line 33 or may be fed with a highly-
purified carbon dioxide gas containing impurities from
the second and third feed lines 40 and 46. The carbon
dioxide gas may be introduced into all of the through-
holes 49 of the combustion furnace 11 and the equipment
air ingress portions 50 or may be introduced into one of
the through-holes 49 of the combustion furnace 11 and
the equipment air ingress portions 50 as long as the car-
bon dioxide gas is introduced into at least one location.
[0043] According to the embodiment, since carbon di-
oxide is taken out from the remaining non-recirculating
exhaust gas through the exhaust gas capture line 18 in
the state of the steady operation where the carbon diox-
ide gas recirculates, and the carbon dioxide gas is intro-
duced through the first, second and third feed lines 33,
40 and 46 into the equipments of the oxyfuel combustion
boiler facility for purging as above, the air ingress from
the outside to the inside into the equipments of the boiler
facility may be constrained to prevent the lowering in car-
bon dioxide concentration of the recirculating exhaust
gas.
[0044] According to the embodiment, since a portion
of the recirculating gas circulating through the recircula-
tion-side feed line 51 is branched to form the carbon di-
oxide gas in the state of the steady operation where the
carbon dioxide gas recirculates, and the carbon dioxide
gas is introduced into the equipments of the oxyfuel com-
bustion boiler facility for sealing, the air ingress from the
outside to the inside into the equipments of the boiler
facility may be constrained to prevent the lowering in car-
bon dioxide concentration of the recirculating exhaust
gas.
[0045] In the embodiment, when a highly-purified car-

bon dioxide gas containing no moisture is separated from
the remaining non-recirculating exhaust gas through the
exhaust gas capture line 18 via the first and second cool-
ers 29 and 31 and the compressor 30 and is used for
purging the flame detector 10 of the combustion furnace
11, the lowering of carbon dioxide concentration may be
prevented in the recirculating exhaust gas; the flame de-
tector 10 may be prevented from being corrosioned be-
cause of the absence of moisture; the absence of impu-
rities is maintained between the eyepiece 10a and the
burner 9; and the flame of the burner 9 may be properly
sensed. Since the carbon dioxide gas contains no mois-
ture in the gas and the carbon dioxide concentration in
the gas is 99% or more, no effect of impurities exists and
since the pressure (total pressure) of the carbon dioxide
gas is in the range of 0.1 MPa to 1.0 MPa, preferably in
the range of 0.5 MPa to 0.8 MPa, the flame detector 10
may appropriately be purged. If the carbon dioxide con-
centration is less than 99%, the corrosion, etc., of the
flame detector 10 may occur due to impurities such as
moisture; if the pressure (total pressure) of carbon diox-
ide is below 0.1 MPa, it is problematic that the flame
detector 10 is unable to be purged due to low pressure;
and if the pressure (total pressure) of carbon dioxide is
over 1.0 MPa, it is problematic that the pressure exceeds
the pressure limit of and adversely affects the flame de-
tector 10. When the pressure (total pressure) of the car-
bon dioxide gas is in the range of 0.5 MPa to 0.8 MPa,
the sensor may be most preferably purged.
[0046] In the embodiment, when the carbon dioxide
gas containing impurities is separated from the remaining
non-recirculating exhaust gas through the exhaust gas
capture line 18 via the first cooler 29, etc., and the carbon
dioxide gas containing impurities is used for purging the
supporting insulators 58 of the electrostatic precipitator
20a or backwashing the filters 62 of the bag filter 20b,
the electric leakage due to the dust entering and attaching
to the supporting insulators 58 may be constrained to
prevent the supporting insulators 58 from being damaged
by the electric leakage in the case of purging the elec-
trostatic precipitator 20a and the usage of the air 4 may
be reduced in the backwash to prevent the lowering of
the carbon dioxide concentration in the case of being
used for backwashing of the bag filter 20b. Since the
second and third feed lines 40 and 46 are arranged in a
switchable manner, the carbon dioxide gas may be used
for purging the supporting insulators 58 of the electro-
static precipitator 20a or backwashing the filters 62 of the
bag filter 20b even if the compressor 30 is not used for
cost reduction. Since the carbon dioxide gas has the car-
bon dioxide concentration in the gas of 50% or more,
which is equal to or greater than the concentration of the
recirculating carbon dioxide gas, and the pressure (total
pressure) of the carbon dioxide gas is in the range of 0.1
MPa to 1.0 MPa, preferably in the range of 0.5 MPa to
0.8 MPa, the carbon dioxide gas may be appropriately
used for purging the insulators of the electrostatic pre-
cipitator 20a or backwashing the filters 62 of the bag filter
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20b. If the carbon dioxide concentration is below 50%,
the concentration of circulating carbon dioxide is reduced
and adversely affects the steady operation; if the pres-
sure (total pressure) of carbon dioxide is below 0.1 MPa,
it is problematic that the pressure is weak and unusable
for purging the insulators of the electrostatic precipitator
20a or backwashing the filters 62 of the bag filter 20b;
and if the pressure (total pressure) of carbon dioxide is
over 1.0 MPa, it is problematic that the pressure exceeds
the pressure limit of the electrostatic precipitator 20a or
the bag filter 20b and exerts an adverse effect. When the
pressure (total pressure) of the carbon dioxide gas is in
the range of 0.5 MPa to 0.8 MPa, the carbon dioxide gas
may most preferably be used for purging the insulators
of the electrostatic precipitator 20a or backwashing the
filters 62 of the bag filter 20b.
[0047] In the embodiment, when a carbon dioxide gas
branched from the recirculating gas recirculating through
the recirculation-side feed line 51 is introduced to at least
one of the through-holes 49 of the combustion furnace
11 such as a soot blower and the air intake portions 50
of equipments such as the forced draft fan 7, the induced
draft fan 21 and the primary air fan 27, the air ingress
from the outside to the inside into the equipments of the
boiler facility may be constrained to prevent the reduction
of carbon dioxide concentration in the recirculating ex-
haust gas. Since the carbon dioxide gas has a carbon
dioxide concentration in the gas substantially equal to
that of the recirculating carbon dioxide gas and a pres-
sure (total pressure) in the range of 1 kPa to 30 kPa,
preferably in the range of 3 kPa to 10 kPa due to the
forced draft fan 7, etc., the lowering of the carbon dioxide
concentration in the recirculating exhaust gas may be
appropriately prevented. If the carbon dioxide concen-
tration is below the concentration in the recirculating car-
bon dioxide gas, it is problematic that the carbon dioxide
concentration in the recirculating carbon dioxide gas is
lowered and adversely affects the steady operation; if
the pressure (total pressure) of carbon dioxide is below
1 kPa, it is problematic that the carbon dioxide gas is
unable to seal the through-hole 49 of the combustion
furnace 11 and the equipment air ingress portion 50 due
to low pressure; and if the pressure (total pressure) of
carbon dioxide is over 30 kPa, it is problematic that a
cost considerably increases because another compres-
sor is necessary for the recirculation line 15, etc. When
the pressure (total pressure) of the carbon dioxide gas
is in the range of 3 kPa to 10 kPa, the lowering of the
carbon dioxide concentration in the recirculating exhaust
gas may be appropriately prevented. Since the recircu-
lation-side feed line 51 is used for sealing the equipments
rather than purging the carbon dioxide gas, the recircu-
lation-side feed line 51 is well applicable to low pressures
in the range of 1 kPa to 30 kPa.
[0048] In the embodiment, before the steady operation
of the boiler facility, the air 4 is introduced through the
first air introduction line 37 to purge the flame detector
10; the air 4 is introduced through the second air intro-

duction line 43 to purge the electrostatic precipitator 20a;
the air 4 is introduced through the second air introduction
line 43 to backwash the bag filter 20b; and, after the
steady operation of the boiler facility where the carbon
dioxide gas recirculates, the switches 36, 39, 42 and 45
switching the air introduction lines 37 and 43 and the feed
lines 33, 40 and 46 to introduce the carbon dioxide gas
through the first feed line 33 to purge the flame detector
10 or to introduce the carbon dioxide gas through the
second or third feed line 40 or 46 to purge the electrostatic
precipitator 20a and to introduce the carbon dioxide gas
through the second or third feed line 40 or 46 to backwash
the bag filter 20b. As a result, the flame detector 10 and
the electrostatic precipitator 20a may be continuously
purged before the steady operation of the boiler facility
until after the steady operation. In the bag filter 20b, the
filters 62 may be continuously backwashed before the
steady operation of the boiler facility until after the steady
operation.

Claims

1. A method for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel
combustion boiler wherein air (4) is separated-by an
air separation unit (6) into oxygen (5) and the other
nitrogen-rich gas; the oxygen (5) obtained by the air
separation unit (6) and fuel (2) are burned by a burner
(9) of a combustion furnace (11); at least dust re-
moval is conducted for resultant exhaust gas from
the combustion furnace (11) ; and then, a portion of
the exhaust gas is recirculated as a recirculating gas
to said combustion furnace (11) and the remaining
non-recirculating exhaust gas is discharged, a car-
bon dioxide gas is taken out from the remaining non-
recirculating exhaust gas and is introduced into an
equipment of an oxyfuel combustion boiler facility for
purging, characterized in that remaining non-recir-
culating exhaust gas is separated by cooling into a
highly-purified carbon dioxide gas not containing im-
purities and a carbon dioxide gas containing impu-
rities, said highly-purified carbon dioxide gas not
containing impurities being used for purging a flame
detector (10) of the combustion furnace (11), said
carbon dioxide gas containing impurities being used
for purging an insulator (58) of an electrostatic pre-
cipitator (20a) or backwashing a filter (62) of a bag
filter (20b).

2. A method for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel
combustion boiler as claimed in claim 1, wherein a
portion of said recirculating recirculation gas is
branched as a carbon dioxide gas and is introduced
into the equipment of the oxyfuel combustion boiler
facility for sealing.

3. A method for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel
combustion boiler as claimed in claim 2, wherein said
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carbon dioxide gas branched from the recirculating
recirculation gas is introduced to at least one of a
through-hole (49) of the combustion furnace (11) and
an equipment air ingress portion (50).

4. A facility for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel
combustion boiler having fuel feed means (3), an air
separation unit (6) for separating air (4) into oxygen
(5) and a nitrogen-rich gas, air feed means (7), a
combustion furnace (11) into which fuel from said
fuel feed means (3) and the oxygen (5) or air (4) from
the air separation unit (6) or from the air feed means
(7) is introduced through an introduction line (13) to
perform combustion with a burner (9), the facility
comprising an exhaust gas line (14) for leading an
exhaust gas from the combustion furnace (11) to out-
side of the combustion furnace (11), exhaust gas
treatment means (20a, 20b) included in said exhaust
gas line (14) and a recirculation line (15) for recircu-
lation of a portion of the exhaust gas at least dust-
removed by said exhaust gas treatment means (20a,
20b) to said burner (9), characterized by comprising
exhaust gas capturing means (18) for taking out a
carbon dioxide gas from the remaining non-recircu-
lating exhaust gas and carbon dioxide feed means
(33, 40, 46) for introducing said carbon dioxide gas
to an equipment of the oxyfuel combustion boiler fa-
cility,
said exhaust gas capturing means (18) includes
cooling means (29, 31) for separating the remaining
non-recirculating exhaust gas into a highly-purified
carbon dioxide gas not containing impurities and a
carbon dioxide gas containing impurities,
said carbon dioxide feed means (33, 40, 46) includ-
ing a line (33) for use of said highly-purified carbon
dioxide gas not containing impurities to purge a flame
detector (10) of the combustion furnace (11) and a
line (40; 46) for use of said carbon dioxide gas con-
taining impurities to purge an insulator (58) of an
electrostatic precipitator (20a) or to backwash a filter
(62) of a bag filter (20b).

5. A facility for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel
combustion boiler as claimed in claim 4, which com-
prises recirculation-side carbon dioxide feed means
(51) for branching a portion of the recirculating recir-
culation gas as a carbon dioxide gas to introduce
said carbon dioxide gas to the equipment of the ox-
yfuel combustion boiler facility.

6. A facility for feeding carbon dioxide to an oxyfuel.
combustion boiler as claimed in claim 5, wherein said
recirculation-side carbon dioxide feed means (51)
includes a line (51) for introducing the carbon dioxide
gas branched from said recirculating recirculation
gas to at least one of a through-hole (49) of the com-
bustion furnace (11) and an equipment air ingress
portion (50).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu
einem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel, wobei Luft (4)
durch eine Luftzerlegungseinheit (6) in Sauerstoff (5)
und das weitere stickstoffreiche Gas getrennt wird;
der Sauerstoff (5), der durch die Luftzerlegungsein-
heit (6) erhalten wird, und Brennstoff (2) durch einen
Brenner (9) eines Verbrennungsofens (11) ver-
brannt werden; wenigstens eine Entstaubung bei
dem resultierenden Abgas von dem Verbrennungs-
ofen (11) durchgeführt wird; und daraufhin ein Teil
des Abgases als Umlaufgas zu dem Verbrennungs-
ofen (11) rückgeführt und das verbleibende, nicht
rückgeführte Abgas abgeführt wird, ein Kohlenstoff-
dioxidgas aus dem verbleibenden, nicht rückgeführ-
ten Abgas entnommen wird und in eine Vorrichtung
einer Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskesselanlage zum Spü-
len eingeleitet wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass das verbleibende, nicht rückgeführte Abgas
durch Kühlen in ein hochgradig gereinigtes Kohlen-
stoffdioxidgas, das keine Verunreinigungen enthält,
und in ein Kohlenstoffdioxidgas, das Verunreinigun-
gen enthält, getrennt wird, wobei das hochgradig ge-
reinigte Kohlenstoffdioxidgas, das keine Verunreini-
gungen enthält, zum Spülen eines Flammendetek-
tors (10) des Verbrennungsofens (11) verwendet
wird, wobei das Kohlenstoffdioxidgas, das Verunrei-
nigungen enthält, zum Spülen eines Isolators (58)
eines elektrostatischen Abscheiders (20a) oder zum
Rückspülen eines Filters (62) eines Schlauchfilters
(20b) verwendet wird.

2. Verfahren zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu
einem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel nach Anspruch
1, wobei ein Teil des rückgeführten Umlaufgases als
ein Kohlenstoffdioxidgas abgezweigt wird und in die
Vorrichtung der Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskesselanla-
ge zum Abdichten eingeleitet wird.

3. Verfahren zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu
einem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel nach Anspruch
2, wobei das Kohlenstoffdioxidgas, das von dem
rückgeführten Umlaufgas abgezweigt wird, wenigs-
tens in ein Durchgangsloch (49) des Verbrennungs-
ofens (11) oder eines Luftzutrittsabschnitts (50) der
Vorrichtung eingeleitet wird.

4. Anlage zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu ei-
nem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel, die Brennstoff-
zuführmittel (3), eine Luftzerlegungseinheit (6) zum
Trennen von Luft (4) in Sauerstoff (5) und ein stick-
stoffreiches Gas, Luftzuführmittel (7) und einen Ver-
brennungsofen (11), in den Brennstoff von den
Brennstoffzuführmitteln (3) und Sauerstoff (5) oder
Luft (4) von der Luftzerlegungseinheit (6) oder von
den Luftzuführmitteln (7) durch eine Einführleitung
(13) eingeleitet wird, um eine Verbrennung mit einem
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Brenner (9) durchzuführen, aufweist, wobei die An-
lage eine Abgasleitung (14) zum Leiten eines Abga-
ses von dem Verbrennungsofen (11) zur Außenseite
des Verbrennungsofens (11), Abgasbehandlungs-
mittel (20a, 20b), die in der Abgasleitung (14) ent-
halten sind, und eine Rückführleitung (15) zum
Rückführen eines Teils des Abgases, bei dem we-
nigstens der Staub durch Abgasbehandlungsmittel
(20a, 20b) entfernt wird, zu dem Brenner (9) umfasst,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie Abgasauffang-
mittel (18) zum Entnehmen eines Kohlenstoffdioxid-
gases von dem verbleibenden, nicht rückgeführten
Abgas und Kohlenstoffdioxidzuführmittel (33, 40, 46)
zum Einleiten von Kohlenstoffdioxidgas zu einer
Vorrichtung der Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskesselanla-
ge umfasst,
wobei die Abgasauffangmittel (18) Kühlmittel (29,
31) zum Trennen des verbleibenden, nicht rückge-
führten Abgases in ein hochgradig gereinigtes Koh-
lenstoffdioxidgas, das keine Verunreinigungen ent-
hält, und in ein Kohlenstoffdioxidgas, das Verunrei-
nigungen enthält, umfassen,
wobei die Kohlenstoffdioxidzuführmittel (33, 40, 46)
eine Leitung (33) zum Verwenden des hochgradig
gereinigten Kohlenstoffdioxidgases, das keine Ver-
unreinigungen enthält, zum Spülen eines Flammen-
detektors (10) des Verbrennungsofens (11) und eine
Leitung (40; 46) zum Verwenden des Kohlenstoffdi-
oxidgases, das Verunreinigungen enthält, zum Spü-
len eines Isolators (58) eines elektrostatischen Ab-
scheiders (20a) oder zum Rückspülen eines Filters
(62) eines Schlauchfilters (20b) enthalten.

5. Anlage zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu ei-
nem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel nach Anspruch
4, die Kohlenstoffdioxidzuführmittel (51) auf der
Rückführungsseite zum Abzweigen eines Teils des
rückgeführten Umlaufgases als ein Kohlenstoffdio-
xidgas umfasst, um das Kohlenstoffdioxidgas in die
Vorrichtung der Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskesselanla-
ge einzuleiten.

6. Anlage zum Zuführen von Kohlenstoffdioxid zu ei-
nem Oxyfuel-Verbrennungskessel nach Anspruch
5, wobei die Kohlenstoffdioxidzuführmittel (51) auf
der Rückführungsseite eine Leitung (51) zum Einlei-
ten des Kohlenstoffdioxidgases, das von dem rück-
geführten Umlaufgas abgezweigt wird, in ein Durch-
gangsloch (49) des Verbrennungsofens (11)
und/oder in einen Anlagenluftzutrittsabschnitt (50)
umfassen.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone d’une
chaudière de combustion à oxy-combustible, dans
lequel de l’air (4) est séparé par une unité de sépa-

ration d’air (6) en oxygène (5) et en l’autre gaz riche
en azote ; l’oxygène (5) obtenu par l’unité de sépa-
ration d’air (6) et le combustible (2) sont brûlés par
un brûleur (9) d’un four à combustion (11) ; au moins
une élimination de poussière est opérée pour le gaz
d’échappement obtenu provenant du four à combus-
tion (11) ; et ensuite, une partie du gaz d’échappe-
ment est recyclé en tant que gaz de recyclage vers
ledit four à combustion (11) et le gaz d’échappement
résiduel non recyclé est déchargé, un gaz carboni-
que est extrait du gaz d’échappement résiduel non
recyclé et est introduit dans un équipement d’une
chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible pour pur-
ge, caractérisé en ce que le gaz d’échappement
résiduel non soumis à recyclage est séparé par re-
froidissement en un gaz carbonique hautement pu-
rifié ne contenant pas d’impuretés et un gaz de dioxy-
de de carbone contenant des impuretés, ledit gaz
carbonique hautement purifié ne contenant pas d’im-
puretés étant utilisé pour purger un détecteur de
flamme (10) du four à combustion (11), ledit gaz car-
bonique contenant des impuretés étant utilisé pour
purger un isolateur (58) d’un précipitateur électros-
tatique (20a) ou pour laver à contre-courant un filtre
(62) d’un filtre à manches (20b).

2. Procédé d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone d’une
chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel une partie dudit gaz de
recyclage recyclé est raccordée en tant que gaz car-
bonique et est introduite dans l’équipement de l’ins-
tallation de chaudière à combustion à oxy-combus-
tible pour étanchéité.

3. Procédé d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone d’une
chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible selon la
revendication 2, dans lequel ledit gaz carbonique
raccordé à partir du gaz de recyclage recyclé est
introduit dans au moins un d’un trou traversant (49)
du four à combustion (11) et d’une partie d’entrée
d’air d’équipement (50).

4. Installation d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone
d’une chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible
présentant des moyens d’alimentation en combus-
tible (3), une unité de séparation d’air (6) pour sépa-
rer l’air (4) en oxygène (5) et en un gaz riche en
azote, des moyens d’alimentation en air (7), un four
à combustion (11) dans lequel du combustible pro-
venant desdits moyens d’alimentation en combusti-
ble (3) et l’oxygène (5) ou l’air (4) provenant de l’unité
de séparation d’air (6) ou provenant des moyens
d’alimentation en air (7) sont introduits à travers une
conduite d’introduction (13) pour assurer la combus-
tion avec un brûleur (9), l’installation comprenant une
conduite de gaz d’échappement (14) pour amener
un gaz d’échappement du four à combustion (11)
vers l’extérieur du four à combustion (11), des
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moyens de traitement de gaz d’échappement (20a,
20b) inclus dans ladite conduite de gaz d’échappe-
ment (14) et une conduite de recyclage (15) pour le
recyclage d’une partie du gaz d’échappement dont
au moins la poussière a été éliminée par lesdits
moyens de traitement de gaz d’échappement (20a,
20b) vers ledit brûleur (9),
caractérisée en ce qu’elle comprend des moyens
de capture de gaz d’échappement (18) pour extraire
un gaz carbonique du gaz d’échappement résiduel
non recyclé et des moyens d’alimentation en dioxyde
de carbone (33, 40, 46) pour introduire ledit gaz car-
bonique dans un équipement de l’installation de
chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible,
lesdits moyens de capture de gaz d’échappement
(18) comprennent des moyens de refroidissement
(29, 31) pour séparer le gaz d’échappement résiduel
non recyclé en un gaz carbonique hautement purifié
ne contenant pas d’impuretés et un gaz carbonique
contenant des impuretés,
lesdits moyens d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbo-
ne (33, 40, 46) incluant une conduite (33) pour utili-
sation dudit gaz carbonique hautement purifié ne
contenant pas d’impuretés pour purger un détecteur
de flamme (10) du four à combustion (11) et une
conduite (40 ; 46) pour utilisation dudit gaz carboni-
que contenant des impuretés pour purger un isola-
teur (58) d’un précipitateur électrostatique (20a) ou
pour laver à contre-courant un filtre (62) d’un filtre à
manches (20b).

5. Installation d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone
d’une chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible se-
lon la revendication 4, qui comprend des moyens
d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone côté recyclage
(51) pour raccorder une partie du gaz de recyclage
recyclé en tant que gaz carbonique pour introduire
ledit gaz carbonique dans l’équipement de l’installa-
tion de chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible.

6. Installation d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone
d’une chaudière à combustion à oxy-combustible se-
lon la revendication 5, dans laquelle lesdits moyens
d’alimentation en dioxyde de carbone côté recyclage
(51) comprennent une conduite (51) pour introduire
le gaz carbonique raccordé à partir du gaz de recy-
clage recyclé vers au moins un d’un trou traversant
(49) du four à combustion (11) et d’une partie d’en-
trée d’air d’équipement (50).
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